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Will the Dragon Homeland be Restored?  Monkey tells the tale as he joins the dragon princess

Shimmer, and, along with two feisty humans, they embark on a mission to recover the dragon

homeland. It has been Shimmer's personal quest for years, ever since Witch Civet stole the sea,

and the dragons were evicted from their magnificent palaces of coral and pearl. Now the archenemy

Civet is repentant, and she too has thrown in her lot with this fearless band.Key to their success is

the magic of the dragons' cauldron. But he cauldron is cracked, and to mend it they must reach the

enchanted traveling mountain and engage the help of the fabled Snail man and the powerful Smith.

Since the war against all dragons as escalated under the rule of the human king, Butcher, their

journey is a dangerous one. The obstacles are endless, but so too are theqesters' determination

and resourcefulness. just when they think hat they are within reach of their final goal, they face the

biggest challenge of all....
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Grade 5 Up-- Shimmer, the dragon princess, pursues the quest she began in Dragon of the Lost

Sea (1988) and continued in Dragon Steel (1985, both HarperCollins). Although she possesses the

magic cauldron capable of reclaiming her clan's lost sea home, it is damaged. With her loyal

companions, the children Thorn and Indigo; her former enemy Civet; and the trickster-hero Monkey,

Shimmer now seeks the only being capable of repairing the cauldron. Monkey recounts their

headlong flight from one adventure to another, with ever-higher stakes, until at last they



inadvertantly release the evil Nameless One, who threatens the entire world. Cementing their

friendship with insulting wisecracks, heroic rescues, and enormous sacrifice, these companions

clearly value group loyalty above personal honor. Yep draws from Chinese folk tradition to paint

landscapes and situations with an "Arabian Nights" extravagance. The characters in this

action-adventure are sketched in broad strokes, without the subtle shading found in his realistic

stories, Dragonwings (1975) and Child of the Owl (1977, both HarperCollins). Readers with a taste

for dragons will want to join Shimmer on her quest, which is far from complete. --Margaret A. Chang,

Buxton School, Williamstown, MACopyright 1991 Reed Business Information, Inc. --This text refers

to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.

The further adventures of dragon Princess Shimmer (Dragon of the Lost Sea, 1982; Dragon Steel,

1985), who is still attempting to restore her lost home. Shimmer, the Monkey wizard, the witch Civet,

and two human children (Thorn and Indigo) are all seeking the Smith and his wife Snail Woman in

their fabulous flying mountain: only their old magic is strong enough to repair the fabulous Dragon

Cauldron so that it can once again hold the sea and pour it back to form the dragons' home. They

succeed, but only after loosing a terrible evil--the Nameless One, strongest of the wicked Kings from

the past--and only after Thorn loses his human life and becomes bound in the Cauldron as its soul.

Writing and images here are powerful enough for this to stand on its own; Yep's strong, earthy

characters are notable as individuals even when a reader coming into the middle of the sequence

doesn't know their history. Meanwhile, characters from Chinese folklore--the Monkey trickster, the

dragon--continue to give this ripsnorting fantasy a special flavor. More to come. (Fiction. 10+) --

Copyright Â©1991, Kirkus Associates, LP. All rights reserved. --This text refers to an out of print or

unavailable edition of this title.

This book is a great addition to this series. My daughter and I have loved this book and all the

others.

Dragon Cauldron The main characters of the book are five companions, a dragon princess named

Shimmer, a monkey called Monkey, a former servant boy called Thorn, the girl with blue spikes

know as Indigo, and a witch stripped of her powers, Civet. Together they stride to restore the Inland

Sea to its rightful place after Civet in vain moved all the water to flood and destroy a powerful city. In

the previous books (Dragon of the Lost Sea and Dragon Steal,) the companions stole King

Sambar's magic cauldron. While being chased through the sea, Shimmer accidentally cracks the



cauldron on a rock. The book opens in the Green Darkness, a great forest that runs for miles upon

miles. Together the companions trek across the land in search of the Smith and the Snail Woman,

the only people who can possibly fix the magic bowl. The Smith and the Snail Woman live in a

magic volcano that can be transported. They are also the last of the great masters still living in the

present world. In the process, they inadvertently release the greatest evil the world has ever seen,

the Boneless King and his faithful sidekick, Snowgoose. According to Civet's prophecies, two of the

characters must make the ultimate sacrifice, and the whole world will bow to Thorn.

Much as I love all types of books, fantasy has been my favorite for as long as I can remember. So,

considering that I have read extensively in this field, I have read all the cleshaes to the point where I

can almost guess the ending two chapters into most books. This series I'm happy to say, is in a

league all it's own. It's completely unlike any series I've ever read before, and I have to say I'm

releaved that there actually is a fantasy series where male and female characters treat each other

equaly, and female characters can be just as strong as male characters. Anyway, in this book

(which is third in this incredible series) Monkey tells the tale as the book picks up basically where

the previous one (told by Shimmer) left off, as they continue their quest to try to restore the inland

sea. At first I was a little irritated at having Monkey tell this segment of the adventure; I wanted more

Shimmer! but I quickly warmed up to him, and to the hillarious irony with which he tells the story.

This book was also largely character based, focusing a lot of the interrelations of the characters, as

Monkey begins to build a bond with Thorn, a saintly young human boy, who is very jealous of

Shimmer's favoritism to newcommer Indigo. (a human girl) This book also has plenty of exciting

action and adventure scenes though, and tons of suspense, so fans of action will not be

dissapointed either. I would recommend reading the first two prior to this one, since it will make a lot

more sense that way. Also, I would recommend these books to anyone from ten years old one up

since in my opinion they are quite timeless.

The Dragons Cauldron is an interesting book because it includes very extraordinary things. It

includes action, magical by the magical creatures and places, and is very suspenseful. Even though

it has is awesome things it is very sad due to a person has to sacrifices himself.In the story the

dragon's cauldron it has 4 main characters. There is Monkey, Civet, and Princess Shimmer. Their

quest was too find the cauldron to bring water back to Shimmers home. The problem was that civet

took the water so she could save herself.I really think this book was very interesting because it had

very exciting chapters. Laurence Yep's writing puts a good picture in my head. The parts were



suspenseful, heart pounding, and entertaining. This book will very much be about adventure. So if

you like adventure, exciting, and suspenseful books, then you should check out the Dragons

Cauldron.

This was an extremely good book. it was a fantasy, but it had a little human touch to it. For example,

two of the main characters, a monkey and a dragon, constantly tease each other. The author is very

skilled, making even a monkey seem wise and dignified. The storyline is a bit overwrought, relying

wholly on constant action rather than suspense. However, many people enjoy that more. All in all, I

would say that it was better than a similiar book, Dragon of the Lost Sea, which happens to be by

the same author. The books even have the same characters. Dragon Cauldron, however, used the

mystery of magic to the better advantage of the story. This adds more fantasy to the sroryline, but it

also makes parts of the book extremely confusing. In all, it was one of the best fantasies I have ever

read.

I read this book and I thought it was super! I read Dragon Cauldron and it's sequels and it's

prequels! They are very good books! I would suggest them to all readers between the ages of 11

and 16! I have never read a better book! It was great! I would love to own this book and it's prequels

and sequels, too! They are all great! I absolutly give this book on a scale of 1-10 I give it an 11! It

was so good I couldn't put it down! I also read the book Dragon Gate. It, too, was a great book and I

suggest it, too, all readers between 11 and 16! They are all great books and after reading them I

decided Laurence Yep was my favorite author ever!

The 3rd book out of a great series thata started with "Dragon of the Lost Sea", and "Dragon Steel". It

uses a famous chinese character called monkey,(from "Journey to the West" ">Read more

The 3rd in a great series, Dragon Cauldron is the further adventures of the exiled dragon princess

Shimmer and her 4 companions; the Monkey wizard, Civet the Witch, and human children Thorn

and Indigo. I really enjoyed this book, though I dislike the way that Shimmer played favorites with

Thorn and Indigo. It's all right to help a friend feel better, but not at the expense of another friend's

feelings. I recommend this book to anyone enjoys a good tale of magic and dragons.
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